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Project management and scheduling are indispensable for every company and orga-
nization. This special issue addresses quantitative approaches to project management
and scheduling to improve managerial decision making. Following the International
Conference on Project Management and Scheduling 2014 in Munich, the 14th of
the biannual conferences of the EURO working Group on Project Management and
Scheduling, an open call for papers led to 40 submissions of which 8 were accepted.
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Additionally, two regularly submitted papers on the subject by Esmaeilbeigi et al.
(2016) and Braun et al. (2016) were added. The 10 papers arch the entire field from
new approaches for well-known studied problems as in Schnell and Hartl (2016)
to modeling of complex industry scheduling problems as in Schulze et al. (2016),
approaches and insights for new project organizations such as public private partner-
ship presented in De Clerck and Demeulemeester (2016) to, finally, the treatment of
classical machine scheduling problems as in Braun et al. (2016) More detailed, this
special issue contains the following contributions.

Schnell and Hartl (2016) propose exact approaches using branch-and-bound with
principles from constraint programming and boolean satisfiability for solving the
multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized prece-
dence relations to optimality.

Poppenborg and Knust (2016) present a tabu search algorithm for the resource-
constrained project scheduling problem with transfer times. Solutions are represented
by resource flows extending the disjunctive graphmodel for shop scheduling problems.
Neighborhoods are defined by parallel and serial modifications rerouting or reversing
flow on certain arcs.

Baydoun et al. (2016) introduce a mixed-time mixed-integer programming model
for project capacity planningwith different possibilities for overlapping levels between
work packages. In the model, the planning time horizon is divided into time buckets
used to evaluate resource usage, while starting and ending times for work packages
are continuous.

Schulze et al. (2016) treat a scheduling problem that occurs in potashmining, where
a block excavation sequence has to be found, taking into account a limited number
of underground machines as well as safety-related restrictions and the objective is to
minimize the maximum completion time of excavations. They transform the problem
into a hybrid flow shop scheduling problem with reentry, unrelated machines and
job-precedences, and present a mixed-integer program, a multi-start heuristic and an
adapted version of the Giffler and Thompson algorithm.

Bianco et al. (2016) study the problem of leveling resources in a project with
generalized precedence relationships, given a deadline for the completion of all the
activities, variable execution intensities and flexible durations of the activities. By
this they extend the work of Kis (2005). The authors propose a mixed-integer lin-
ear programming formulation, a lower bound based on Lagrangian relaxation and a
branch-and-bound algorithm.

De Clerck andDemeulemeester (2016) build a sequential private public partnership
procurement model and heuristically approximate the Markov perfect equilibrium in
which contractors determine how much money they are willing to invest in the bid
preparation and which mark-up is appropriate for each project in the pipeline.

Nattaf et al. (2016) address a scheduling problem with a continuously divisible,
cumulative and renewable resource with limited capacity. To minimize the resource
consumption the authors propose three mixed-integer mathematical programs and an
adapted satisfiability test for the cumulative constraint. A hybrid branch-and-bound
method using both the satisfiability test and the mathematical programs is presented.

Esmaeilbeigi et al. (2016) present threemathematicalmodels for the setup assembly
line balancing and scheduling problem where sequence-dependent setup times are
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considered between the tasks. The models are enhanced by preprocessing and valid
inequalities.

Zhang et al. (2016) consider the two-machine open-shop scheduling problem with
rejection. The objective is to minimize the sum of the makespans of accepted jobs
and the total rejection cost of rejected jobs. They show that the problem is NP hard,
even in three special cases and present a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, a two-
approximation algorithm and a fully polynomial time approximation scheme.

Finally, Braun et al. (2016) consider single machine scheduling with time restric-
tions, present an improved bound for list scheduling and analyze the worst-case
behavior of LPT ordered jobs.

This special issue has greatly benefited from the cooperation among the authors,
reviewers and editors. We would like to express our sincere thanks to the reviewers
for their excellent and timely refereeing. Last but not least, we thank all authors for
their contributions which made this special issue possible.
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